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Terms and Conditions for 3-Month Trial of myTV SUPER Sports Pack  

1. Offer is valid until 18 Apirl 2019. 
2. All designated myTV SUPER Sports Pack (including myTV Sports and Documentary Pack, myTV Sports and 

Hollywood Movie Pack and myTV Sports and Movie Pack) will be activated on 1 April 2019. 
3. 3 Months Free Trial Offer (“Trial Offer”) is only applicable to designated myTV SUPER Sports pack. Monthly fee for 

the 1st and 3rd month will be $0; $106 per month (with $18 monthly fee discount) will be charged automatically 
thereafter. 

4. All designated myTV Sports Pack is only applicable to existing HKBN Subscribers entitled myTV SUPER box (Alpha 
Pack or Supreme Pack).  

5. Each myTV SUPER account number only entitles the Trial Offer once. This Trial Offer cannot be used in conjunction 
with any other monthly fee waive offers of myTV SUPER Sports Pack. 

6. The beIN SPORTS Pack (beIN SPORTS 1, beIN SPORTS 2, beIN SPORTS Max) provided by myTV SUPER will be up to 
31 July 2021. All program contents are provided by beIN SPORTS. beIN SPORTS reserves the right to change or 
cancel any channel and/or any content at any time without prior notice. 

7. Content of beIN SPORTS Pack can only be accessed in one designated device (or internet browser). Content on 
myTV SUPER Multi-view accessible through one viewing device may not be viewed or accessible through other 
viewing devices, or such content on myTV SUPER Multi-view may differ from that delivered on TV due various 
reasons such as limitations or restrictions from third party. We are not liable for such inaccessibility or difference. 

8. Subscriber or HKBN may terminate the designated myTV SUPER pack by giving not less than 1 day prior written 
notice to the other. 

9. If Subscriber has subscribed to any channel under the myTV SUPER account (either through HKBN or directly at 
the myTV SUPER Box) which is identical to the channel included in the designated myTV SUPER pack, to avoid 
duplicated subscription and charge, Subscriber should not be able to the designated myTV SUPER pack. 

10. If Subscriber terminates the myTV SUPER Alpha Pack, the myTV SUPER Sports Pack will be terminated 
simultaneously. If the myTV SUPER Sports Pack was terminated in such circumstance, Subscriber shall also pay 
the total amount of the special monthly fees payable for the remaining Minimum Commitment Period to HKBN 
as liquidated damages (if applicable). For the terms and conditions of the service plan with myTV SUPER Alpha 
Pack, please refer to http://www.hkbn.net/tnc/myTV_SUPER_ENG.pdf .  

11. If Subscriber continues the relevant myTV SUPER Sports Pack upon contract expiry, Subscriber should pay the 
after contract period monthly fee to HKBN (if applicable).  

12. If Subscriber continues the designated myTV SUPER Sports pack upon contract expiry, Subscriber should pay the 
after contract period monthly fee to HKBN.  

13. Subscriber understands that HKBN is not the content provider of the myTV SUPER. The channel(s) and content(s) 
included in the myTV SUPER is subject to the announcement of MyTV Super Limited (Please visit 
www.mytvsuper.com/en). HKBN shall not be liable for any change and cancellation of any channel(s) and/or 
contents. 

14. In the event of any discrepancy between the English and Chinese versions of these Terms & Conditions, the English 
version shall prevail.  

15. HKBN reserves all its right and final discretion to change, update, terminate or suspend the activity or change any 
terms and conditions relating to this activity without prior notice. 
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Terms and Conditions for 24-Month myTV SUPER Sports Pack (with 9-month fee waive) 

1. Offer is valid until 18 April 2019. 
2. All designated myTV SUPER Sports Pack (including myTV Sports and Documentary Pack, myTV Sports and 

Hollywood Movie Pack and myTV Sports and Movie Pack) will be activated on 1 April 2019. 
3. Monthly fee waive offer is only applicable to designated myTV SUPER Sports pack (24-month service plan). 

Monthly fee for the 4th to 9th month and 16th to 24th will be $106; the 1st to 3rd month and 10th and 15th will be $0. 
4. myTV SUPER Sports Pack is only applicable to existing HKBN subscribers entitled myTV SUPER box (Alpha Pack or 

Supreme Pack).  
5. The beIN SPORTS Pack (beIN SPORTS 1, beIN SPORTS 2, beIN SPORTS Max) provided by myTV SUPER will be up to 

31 July 2021. All program contents are provided by beIN SPORTS. beIN SPORTS reserves the right to change or 
cancel any channel and/or any content at any time without prior notice. 

6. Content of beIN SPORTS Pack can only be accessed in one designated device (or internet browser). Content on 
myTV SUPER Multi-view accessible through one viewing device may not be viewed or accessible through other 
viewing devices, or such content on myTV SUPER Multi-view may differ from that delivered on TV due various 
reasons such as limitations or restrictions from third party. We are not liable for such inaccessibility or difference. 

7. If Subscriber has subscribed to any channel under the myTV SUPER account (either through HKBN or directly at 
the myTV SUPER Box) which is identical to the channel included in the designated myTV SUPER pack, to avoid 
duplicated subscription and charge, Subscriber should not be able to the designated myTV SUPER pack. 

8. If Subscriber terminates the myTV SUPER Alpha Pack, the myTV SUPER Sports Pack will be terminated 
simultaneously. If the myTV SUPER Sports Pack was terminated in such circumstance, Subscriber shall also pay 
the total amount of the special monthly fees payable for the remaining Minimum Commitment Period to HKBN 
as liquidated damages (if applicable). For the terms and conditions of the service plan with myTV SUPER Alpha 
Pack, please refer to http://www.hkbn.net/tnc/myTV_SUPER_ENG.pdf .  

9. If Subscriber terminates the myTV SUPER Sports Pack within the Minimum Commitment Period for whatever 
reasons, Subscriber shall pay the total amount of the special monthly fees payable for the remaining Minimum 
Commitment Period to HKBN as liquidated damages (if applicable). 

10. If Subscriber continues the designated myTV SUPER pack upon contract expiry, Subscriber should pay the after 
contract period monthly fee to HKBN.  

11. Subscriber understands that HKBN is not the content provider of the myTV SUPER. The channel(s) and content(s) 
included in the myTV SUPER is subject to the announcement of MyTV Super Limited (Please visit 
www.mytvsuper.com/en). HKBN shall not be liable for any change and cancellation of any channel(s) and/or 
contents. 

12. In the event of any discrepancy between the English and Chinese versions of these Terms & Conditions, the English 
version shall prevail.  
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Terms and Conditions for 24-Month myTV SUPER Sports Pack (with 12-month fee waive) 

1. Offer is valid until 18 April 2019. 
2. All designated myTV SUPER Sports Pack (including myTV Sports and Documentary Pack, myTV Sports and 

Hollywood Movie Pack and myTV Sports and Movie Pack) will be activated on 1 April 2019. 
3. Monthly fee waive offer is only applicable to designated myTV SUPER Sports pack (24-month service plan). 

Monthly fee for the 4th to 9th month and 19th to 24th will be $106; the 1st to 3rd month and 10th and 18th will 
be $0. 

4. This offer is only applicable to HKBN existing customers and those who subscribe, upgrade or renew HKBN home 
broadband service plan with myTV SUPER Box. 

5. The beIN SPORTS Pack (beIN SPORTS 1, beIN SPORTS 2, beIN SPORTS Max) provided by myTV SUPER will be up to 
31 July 2021. All program contents are provided by beIN SPORTS. beIN SPORTS reserves the right to change or 
cancel any channel and/or any content at any time without prior notice. 

6. Content of beIN SPORTS Pack can only be accessed in one designated device (or internet browser). Content on 
myTV SUPER Multi-view accessible through one viewing device may not be viewed or accessible through other 
viewing devices, or such content on myTV SUPER Multi-view may differ from that delivered on TV due various 
reasons such as limitations or restrictions from third party. We are not liable for such inaccessibility or difference. 

7. If Subscriber has subscribed to any channel under the myTV SUPER account (either through HKBN or directly at 
the myTV SUPER Box) which is identical to the channel included in the designated myTV SUPER pack, to avoid 
duplicated subscription and charge, Subscriber should not be able to the designated myTV SUPER pack. 

8. If Subscriber terminates the myTV SUPER Alpha Pack, the myTV SUPER Sports Pack will be terminated 
simultaneously. If the myTV SUPER Sports Pack was terminated in such circumstance, Subscriber shall also pay 
the total amount of the special monthly fees payable for the remaining Minimum Commitment Period to HKBN 
as liquidated damages (if applicable). For the terms and conditions of the service plan with myTV SUPER Alpha 
Pack, please refer to http://www.hkbn.net/tnc/myTV_SUPER_ENG.pdf .  

9. If Subscriber terminates the myTV SUPER Sports Pack within the Minimum Commitment Period for whatever 
reasons, Subscriber shall pay the total amount of the special monthly fees payable for the remaining Minimum 
Commitment Period to HKBN as liquidated damages (if applicable). 

10. If Subscriber continues the designated myTV SUPER pack upon contract expiry, Subscriber should pay the after 
contract period monthly fee to HKBN.  

11. Subscriber understands that HKBN is not the content provider of the myTV SUPER. The channel(s) and content(s) 
included in the myTV SUPER is subject to the announcement of MyTV Super Limited (Please visit 
www.mytvsuper.com/en). HKBN shall not be liable for any change and cancellation of any channel(s) and/or 
contents. 

12. In the event of any discrepancy between the English and Chinese versions of these Terms & Conditions, the English 
version shall prevail.  

 

 


